BACK THE VAX

JULY 31 4-10PM . FESTIVAL . 65 S WATER ST AURORA

MUSIC . FOODTRUCKS . LOWRIDERS . FACEPAINTING . ART . ACTIVITIES
MOBILE VACCINE CLINIC . Q&A WITH NURSES FROM THE COMMUNITY
VAXZINE: FREE ART BOOKLET FOR FIRST 500 GUESTS

THE CONFETTI CANNON SHOOTS FOR EVERY SHOT!

STRAWBERRIES BBQ . TAQUERIA SEÑOR TACO . MAMALICIOUS JERK N’ CURRY . ELOTES GUS

MARS KIDD . LO LOSKI . GENNI B . BLACK DIAMOND ELITE
BULLDOG . J NAVA . L MISA . PUEBLO DE LA H . KIARA

FIESTA MASTERSHOWS PRODUCTIONS:
KATE SANCHEZ . JOHAN SANCHEZ . SEBASTIAN CASTELLANOS . AMY ESCLARAS

ARTBAR . CHICANO TIMES . BUCKET OF LOVE . CULTURE STOCK . GLOW WITH FLOW . FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC
DZHELAS . CHICOATLI . LUCKY EYE INK . LITA LU . JASON ESSEX . KATIE LENTZ . WINSTON GAMBRO
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